CHAPTER I
MAQAINAMA
This Juba land is all of it water
But there beyond it's the Empty Quarter.
So spoke Suwid. Jabrin lay behind us as we marched over
the flint-sprinkled steppe southward. It was a fine, cool,
crisp morning with a lightly clouded sky, and we had crossed
the Rubicon. Now there could be no looking back, no com-
munication with the world. And I rejoiced at the thought
that at long last I had entered the Rub* al Khali. The same
thought seemed to have a sobering and depressing effect on
my companions, for the sight of Jabir heading for the Hasa
had made them homesick. But perhaps it was their stomachs
rather than their hearts that suffered. During the two pre-
ceding days, while I with a few companions wandered about
Jabrin, the rest, or most of them, had taken advantage of the
situation and a larder well stocked with the colt's deKcious
flesh to play the ' traveller'. In other words there had again
been backsliding from the fast, whose resumption now with
the resumption of the march had brought back all the empty
discomfort of a first day. As for myself and the few others
who had remained faithful all the time—in some cases with
the sole exception of the ' day of the fog '—we had reached
the thirteenth day of the fast and the ordeal was as nothing.
Our objective was Maqainama and our marching was over
a steppe country vaguely named by Salim, who had now
taken up the torch of guidance from Suwid, as Khushiun
Summan. The name, signifying ' noses of the Snmman',
was apt enough, for the steppe ran down across our path from
the main Summan upland in an easterly direction in long
broad strips separated by wide sandy valleys carrying away
the drainage of the whole area into the estuaries of Jaub al
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